
CO-POSITION WORKSESSIONS
The Co-position worksessions are hands-on brainstorms and involve people with  
various backgrounds. Each session looks at a specific aspect of Libre Graphics  
Tools.

Sessions have been prepared by teams of designers, developers and other 
practitioners because they would like your input in imagining future tools and  
future practice.

At the end of each day we will share ideas and results. These presentations  
will be recorded by a dedicated note-taker.

The aim is to develop a series of quick prototypes: code, paper, images, video,  
text... They will be presented at the roundtable in Les Halles on Saturday 25  
February.

Index to notes and references: http://lgru.pad.constantvzw.org:8000/worksessions

Wednesday 14:30-18:30: Visual Versioning

Crickx archive: Visual versioning (Ana Carvalho + Eric Schrijver)
Version control is keeping track of different versions of a cultural artefact: a text, a 
design, computer code. In a world of computer files we print out many versions of our 
files, or we save them under different name. But also in our sketchbook, we can make the 
same drawing twice, with different additions: to compare.

The exact nature of changes between different versions becomes more important when one 
collaborates. If you are working together on the same project, you need to be able to keep 
track of the changes of the others. You should be able to describe your changes and make 
them clear to the collaborators. And to yourself.

Many contemporary collaborative projects take shape with computer software and computer 
files. Revision control has long been available in many forms. For artistic production, an 
interesting model is provided by the software used by open source software developers, 
because they work together in volatile and changing configurations.

A system that has captivated the imagination of a number of artists and designers is a 
distributed versioning system called Git. It has been built to stimulate 'forking', that is 
to say, many independent copies of the same code. The redundant and decentralized 
production process embodied by this software is closely related to the production of other 
kinds of culture.

The downside to using a software like Git, or for that matter any software developed for 
software developers, is that the existing tools do not really map to the kind of visual 
materials used by artists and designers: they were, after all, designed for handling plain-
text computer code.

In our worksession we will examine the existing versioning practices of the participants 
(whether analogue or digital). We will introduce two tools: a Visual Repository viewer, as 
developed by OSP, and a plugin to version vector drawings in Inkscape, as proposed by 
Manufactura Independente. We will subsequently imagine, in small groups, what kind of 
digital tools could help us to better work and collaborate on our projects.

http://lgru.pad.constantvzw.org:8000/worksessions


OSP-studio: Versioning Type (Ricardo Lafuente + Alex Leray)
Where and how does the VCS way of working fit inside the type designer's workflow? 

--- 

The digital font design process implies manual work. Not only in drawing the characters, 
but especially in setting and refining the attributes of a typeface. Tasks like character 
spacing and kerning have seen some attempts at automation, but there is still a very much 
manual and craft-like undertone to the practice of type design. There are still many 
questions to be asked in how we could effectively have our computers ease and enlighten the 
way how we design and create typefaces. 

A general type design workflow is hardly a fixed, uniform sequence of design decisions and 
procedures. We can find common tasks and methods, but the way of working on an experimental 
display typeface will be markedly different from a font practically designed to serve a 
specific language subset. How can we differentiate between workflows, and what are they 
like exactly? 

VCS are powerful tools, but are there more sensible ways to benefit from it than dumping 
the whole project in a repository? Which VCS commands, procedures and operations might be 
of particular benefit to a type designer? Better yet, how can our understanding of VCS-
based methodologies improve how we do type design? 

In this worksession, we will attempt to map the discrete parts of a type design workflow; 
afterwards, we’ ll try to plot the points where new approaches based on VCS can be injected.

Reading room: The (new) New Typography - Javascript and CSS (Adam Hyde)
A session on using Javascript and CSS to design paper and electronic books. The session 
will look at the latest free softwares libraries available, some new approaches to design 
editors, and a special look at how this works with Booktype. Please bring a computer with 
Firefox or Chrome installed and be ready to dabble. 

• http://www.sourcefabric.org/en/booktype/  
• http://letteringjs.com/  
• http://kerningjs.com/  
• http://paperjs.org/  
• http://jejacks0n.github.com/mercury/  

Thursday 14:30-18:30: Collision

Crickx Archive: Collision (Gijs De Heij + Pierre Huyghebaert)
\badness: Every time TeX constructs a box, it calculates a measure of the quality of 
spacing within the box known as badness.  It is an integer between 0 and 10000. The TeX  
primitive \badness is a integer parameter that is set by TeX each times a box is 
constructed. If there is no overflow error for the box being constructed, then \badness is 
set to the badness of the constructed box. If there is an overflow error, then \badness is 
set to 1000000. http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/TeX/badness

In the late 1970's, pushed by the horrible digital typesetting of that time, Donald Knuth 
designed his TeX layouting system based on the strategy of badness: It will never be 
perfect. We're not aiming for the good but try to avoid the bad. We teach what's good by 
defining the bad, and give the none-badness the 'freedom' to define itself. And in that 
way, badness is linked to collision but qualifying the non-collision.

For this worksession, we propose you to focus on a micro fictional graphical procedure 
where we'll try to invent and make visible normally hidden operations, when a future text 
engine will render some graphic articulations. 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/TeX/badness
http://jejacks0n.github.com/mercury/
http://paperjs.org/
http://kerningjs.com/
http://letteringjs.com/
http://www.sourcefabric.org/en/booktype/


We'll start different very simple situations on paper and we'll work in teams in rounds. 
We'll switch between a developing mode, where we define the (graphical)-rules, a testing 
mode, where we test others rules for loopholes (possible gems?) and maybe in some case a 
commenting mode that will gather non-procedural information. The end of the iterations will 
be announced when the "file", aka the set of instructions, is parsed without collisions, 
equivalent of an accurate interpretation. The criteria number one is to be explanitory by 
itself at the end!

OSP-Studio: Jeter du blanc/Throwing space (Antoine Begon + Ludi Loiseau)
What lay-out systems would be possible when we started from positioning white space, rather 
than text or images? What properties could or should this whitespace have? How could these 
spaces behave and interact with each other and with the lay-outs they define?

Taking the tale Love like salt as a starting point, we'll set a space driving kit, defining 
different space directions and behaviors from the non-responsive to the one that reshapes 
the contours of the text. Between margins and letter spacing we'll try to fix a white 
gradient that doesn't just float on 2 dimensions.

On to paper or on line, this worksession aims to shape a manual-index of styles, grids 
(magnetic, malleable, or with holes), a new format or language for these inhabited spaces.

Reading room: LGRU-reader (Reader-team)
The reader is an evolving publication that supports the work at the Research Unit. At the 
end of the project, this rich collection of commissioned and selected texts will be edited 
into a teaching tool that makes LGRU-research accessible to design students and 
professionals interested in the relation between their tools and their practice. The 
editorial team is an interdisciplinary and international group of designers, theoreticians 
and developers. They will be gathering in Brussels for this worksession, both virtually and 
physically.

Please join them for a discussion on already proposed materials and plotting the upcoming 
work.

Friday 14:30-18:30: Shared Vocabularies

Crickx Archive: Design Vocabularies Design Vocabularies 

(Pierre Marchand + John Haltiwanger)
Imagine we began programming from the elements of design, rather than towards them. WYSIWYG 
is hopelessly toward, treating the page as a canvas requiring manual intervention. The 
evolving HTML standard represents a specific approach, whereby the content is conceived as 
'liberated' from the output device. Neither of these approaches fails to _transduct_ some 
'of' the elements which they operate on, and so neither should be entirely ignored. This 
worksession is built around vocabularizing a new {word missing} for design software, a way 
of interweaving easily modifiable {design actions} across a given output, affordances which 
priginate--and are expressed--within the vocabulary of the constraints of the {device 
itself}. The process of vocabularizing involves not only designing verbal and written 
language for design, but extends to languages of interaction and programming as we begin to 
imagine and discuss an {executable vocabulary} of design entwined into the essential/media 
specific/universal/edge-case properties of the {canvas} upon which the designs appear.



OSP-studio: SVG from scratch (Michael Murtaugh + St phanie Vilayphiou)é
"One of the keys to understanding a new or special field is getting to know something of 
it’ s mood. A particular flavor that’ s often given by its jargon, its technical vocabulary 
and its special words."

We take the example of digital drawing in SVG, to explore the way language and interface 
frame and affect the experience. By using a number of different means of drawing (hand 
coding, using a graphical interface, and programmatically), we see that different 
languages, both natural and machine, dramatically affect how one "handles" the code of a 
graphic. Language in this case refers to: 

(1) Natural language which involves the differences in translations of software (in 
English, French, Dutch, etc.), 

(2) Formal language (XML, SVG, JavaScript), and finally 

(3) the "modalities" or mood of how these languages work together -- ie the 
"declarative" style of direct coding an SVG document, vs. the "graphical" means of 
drawing an SVG using the Inkscape interface, vs. the "imperative" style of a drawing 
using a Javascript library.

Formal (programming) languages, like software in general, exists in layers, often complexly 
interwoven in pipelines and hierarchies. Each layer introduces its own language as an 
interface. In using software, a single language is rarely used in isolation but rather 
natural language, interface, and formal language (code) interact through iterations of use. 
(Example: a web graphics may easily involve many languages acting together (SVG, CSS, HTML, 
JavaScript, database & eventual backend frameworks like PHP, python/django). This 
worksession explores the interaction of language and interface to the production of an SVG 
graphic. We will speculate on a new SVG features, proposing new tags, their names and 
parameters they would allow.

Reading room: Libre Graphics Infopoint and workstation (Medialab Prado)
From October 2012 to March 2013 (and to be continued...), Medialab-Prado will host the 
Libre Graphics Info Point, an open studio where everyone, whether professional artist, 
designer or general public, is welcome to read, learn, talk, discuss, research, experiment 
or produce on the field of libre graphics. The Infopoint is a pilot to see what kind of 
working environment we could build with Free Software tools and how to favour exchange and 
networking between professionals and amateurs.

There are 3 levels to be considered/worked upon:

1. Infrastructure (Which: Space, Furniture, Machines, Materials, Software)
2. The "Operative system" (Which: Roles, Rules for use, Access, Timetable)
3. Community (How to involve: General public, MLP users, Guests, Partners)

Please join the Medialab-Prado team to think with them through these issues!

21/02/12
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